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Abstract. Each year, administrative agencies issue thousands of rules with substantial
social and economic ramifications. Yet, many observers remain wary of administrative
policymaking. One significant reason is that rulemaking has a “democracy deficit.” Public
participation during rulemaking is sporadic and unrepresentative. But what do high or low
levels of public participation during rulemaking tell us about bias in regulators or regulation?
This paper explores this question by modeling rulemaking as a persuasion game. The model
shows that known patterns of public participation in rulemaking are inconsistent with total
capture or absolute zealotry. Such patterns are consistent, however, with almost any other
level of bias in the policy or the policymaker’s decision-making, provided one fails to account
for variability in outside actors’ stakes in regulatory outcomes.
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Critics of adminsistrative policymaking are numerous and vociferous. Although they
may blame the regulatory state for many ills, the crux of their argument frequently relates to
representation. “Administrative legislation is unrepresentative,” writes one author, “It therefore is without consent, without obligation, and without popular accountability. Indeed, it
is a form of class power” (Hamburger 2014). Yet, one could make strong arguments that
policymaking in legislatures is unrepresentative because of gerrymandering, disenfranchisement, lobbying, campaign finance issues, or other representational impediments. Further,
some would argue that agency policymaking is radically democratic. Many contemporary
national and subnational systems use “notice-and-comment” rulemaking procedures (Jensen
and McGrath 2011). In this policymaking scheme, regulators must submit proposed regulations for public feedback. If the agency does not appropriately consider these comments,
the submitter can sue and have a court invalidate the rule (see, e.g. Home Box Office, Inc
v. FCC, 1977). Notice-and-comment procedures create an open-forum, whose openness is
enforced through judicial sanction.
The quality of democratic representation and responsiveness in notice-and-comment
procedures is an important topic both theoretically and practically, which a large and growing empirical literature addresses (e.g., Krawiec 2013; Michael 2013; Balla and Daniels 2007;
Figueiredo 2006; Cuellar 2005; Golden 1998). Although this scholarship has produced profound insights into regulatory processes, it has also grappled with thorny theoretical issues
clouding inference. Many related areas of empirical research suffer similar issues, and one
often hears calls for additional formal theoretic work to address such difficulties (Hojnacki et
al. 2012). Formal theorists have long worked on topics about or related to rulemaking (McCubbins and Schwartz 1984; McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1987; Epstein and O’Halloran
1999). In recent years, a number of notable formal-theoretic papers have addressed thematically similar questions about bureaucratic efficacy and legitimacy (Gailmard and Patty 2016;
Bueno De Mesquita and Stephenson 2007; Stephenson 2007). Yet, none of these models has
focused on the outcomes empirical scholars regularly report data about: public-participation
rates and patterns of policy change. This is unfortunate because the data that empirical
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scholars produce obviously relates to issues of representation and bias, although exactly how
is often more complex than one might think.
Scholarly findings about public-participation rates illustrate the interpretive difficulties that motivate my model of rulemaking. The literature finds that most regulations receive
no public comments and a few receive an overwhelming number of public comments. In more
“typical” rulemakings that receive between one and several thousand comments, business interests are the most active participants. Arguably, these findings establish inequality in
process and suggest inequality in outcomes. Yet, there are many reasons for doubt. A lack
of participation may mean the proposal is uncontroversial or represented a favorable compromise to all interests. Similarly, a surfeit of participation may indicate public outrage; panic
that agencies will ignore the preferences of many diverse interests; or that other nefarrious
dealings, such as “docket spamming,” are in the works (see, for example, Hitlin, Omstead,
and Toor 2017, discussing the FCC’s repeal of net neutrality).
One could easily make similar informal arguments in regard to observations about
how rules change from proposal to final stage. These alternative possibilities are sufficiently
concrete that one could, in theory, investigate their merits. Other worries are more amorphous and do not lead to specific predictions. Rather, they cast a shadow of gloom over the
entire research enterprise. For example, many would assume that actors that participate in
notice-and-comment are strategic. As a result, the regulator and interested outside actors
understand each other’s incentives and respond accordingly. Possibly, they also respond to
the strategic incentives of actors, such as Congress or the courts, who may only occassionally
participate. The entire system is endogenous with respect to itself. Therefore, it is hard to
know what to make of data that emerges from the process. Doubts like these are “productive”
in the sense that they prevent scholars from overinterpreting their data. Yet, they are also
deeply unproductive because they deter valuable data collection, provide limited resources
for defining scope conditions, and suggest no robust or interesting research strategies for
learning more about the quality and nature of representation during rulemaking.
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This paper clarifies the interpretation of empirical data on rulemaking by modeling
the notice-and-comment process as a two-sided persuasion game played between a regulator
and interested outside actors. The model’s framework distinguishes between three potential
pitfalls in regulatory policymaking: allocational bias, inferential error, and inferential bias.
“Allocational bias” relates to the weight the regulator assigns the preferences of outside
actors. For example, a captured regulator might only care about the preferences of a single
firm or industry, whereas a bureaucratic zealot might give no weight to the preferences of
either concerned firms or citizens. “Inferential error” describes the difference between the
regulator’s assumptions about the preferences it cannot observe and what those preferences
truly are. If inferential error is systematic, then it is “inferential bias.” For example, a
regulator might ignore participation incentives and assume that outside actors that comment
have similar preferences to those that do not comment. If the regulator did that, it could lead
to inferential bias. Inferential bias can increase the magnitude of inferential errors, but even
an unbiased regulator makes inferential errors because it can only approximate preferences
it does not observe. The less predictable the preferences of the abstaining outside actors, the
bigger the expected inferential error, regardless of whether a regulator is inferentially biased.
The model informs us that two crucial levers affect outside actors’ incentives to participate in the notice-and-comment process: inferential error and allocational bias. Each
lever is also critically important in determining the resulting policy. As the empirical literature on rulemaking assumes, data about the level of participation in rulemaking does
reveal information about regulatory bias under the model. For example, positive levels of
public participation from multiple sectors is inconsistent with both absolute zealotry and
single-sector capture, no matter how systematically mistaken the regulator is about outside
actors’ preferences. The reason is straightforward. If the regulator does not care about the
preferences of outside actors, it would not respond to information it receives about those
preferences. Therefore, outside actors would have no incentive to provide such information.
Because scholars typically find some participation from many sectors during rulemaking, the
model should leave us modestly encouraged.
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However, stronger interpretations of known patterns are difficult to reach. If producers submit more comments than consumers, is that evidence that regulators favor producers
over consumers? Not necessarily, says the model. Participation during rulemaking needs two
ingredients: (1) sufficient concern for a potential participant’s preferences and (2) sufficient
anticipated error about those preferences. Provided that both ingredients are present, one
cannot determine the ratio of these two substitutes purely from outputs. Producers might
comment more than consumers because of regulatory favoritism or because its more difficult
to predict the effect of regulation on producers. Similarly, if rules systematically change in
a way that favors businesses over other groups (Yackee and Yackee 2006), that could occur
because allocational bias favors business or because the regulator’s inferential error with
respect to other groups is smaller. If one knew that inferential error for business interests
were smaller, then that would establish allocative bias toward business, at least under the
model. In place of generic concerns about observational equivalency, the model develops a
framework for understanding specific pathologies and provides scope conditions under which
these pathologies would not cloud inference.
Although the model addresses rulemaking, it literally describes a participatory system
in which a decision-maker proposes a policy, responds to costly signals from outside actors
about their preferences, and then makes policy to respond to those preferences. Other
policy fora besides rulemaking, including participatory budgeting, school board meetings,
and party platform committees, arguably fit this mold. The bias of systems for participatory
policymaking is a topic of perenial interest to scholars. Researchers in these areas may
have their own concerns about how strategic interaction confounds their inferences. The
framework this model develops may well prove useful.

Rulemaking: Examples, Processes, and Patterns
Rules, like laws or treaties, are one kind of official document that governments issue.
For lawyers, the manner in which these documents relate to one another is a topic of great
interest and – occassionally – confusion. For individuals and firms, the most pressing question
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is, “where does it say what I am supposed to do?” Both laws and rules tell members of the
public what to do. In most cases, these dictates are complementary. The law describes
a requirement or a policy; the regulation clarifies or implements it. Conflicts nevertheless
do occur. Theoretically, in cases of disagreement, the law triumphs. Practically speaking,
policy-minded scholars should recognize that getting the law to triumph is easier said than
done. Agencies zealously defend the rules they write in court. Litigating against a regulator
is time-consuming and costly, and the standards of judicial review stack the deck in the
agency’s favor. Almost none of the individuals that theoretically might sue an agency will
actually go on to seek judicial review (see, e.g., Stoll 2010, especially pp. 90-91).
Rules have consequences for virtually every policy domain. Indeed, rules often address the core policy trade-offs in a much deeper and more practical way than the laws
that authorize them. For example, no provision of the U.S. Code specifically instructs the
Consufer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to regulate payday loans. Instead, section
1031 of the Dodd-Frank Act asks the CFPB to make rules preventing “unfair” or “abusive”
consumer-finance practices. The 2-page section describes how the agency should determine
which practices are unfair or abusive. The payday-loan rule is, by contrast, a 1,600-page
behemoth. At a high level, the rule represents a balancing act (Cordray 2017). On the one
hand, the rule aims to discourage lenders from leading borrowers into viscious debt spirals.
On the other hand, it tries to preserve consumer access to this market. Without access to
payday loans, desperate consumers may switch to potentially worse sources of finance, such
as pawn-brokers, loan-sharks, or high-interest credit cards (Bhutta, Goldin, and Homonoff
2016). The regulation forces lenders to conduct a “full-payment test” before issuing a loan.
The test ensures that borrowers will not need another high-interest loan to pay back the first
loan. The rule describes what the full-payment test must include, which loans are subject to
it, which loans are exempt, and various provisions relating to recordkeeping and disclosures
(Kully and Robinson 2017). The payday loan is just one example of the regulations that
section 1031 makes possible.
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There is a large scholarly literature exploring various aspects of the notice-andcomment” process by which most rules are produced.1 Recent empirical work on rulemaking
in political science focuses largely on two crucial questions relating to public influence over
policymaking: “Who participates in rulemaking” and “How do rules changes from proposal
to final form?” This literature suggests several stylized facts:
• Defining the typical rule or comment is difficult, since there is so much variation in
the number of comments that rules receive (Golden 1998; West 2004; Yackee 2005;
Balla and Daniels 2007). An analysis of data from regulations.gov suggests that most
rules receive no comments and most comments were submitted on a small number of
rules (see Appendix, Figure 1).
• Participation during notice-and-comment is pluralistic, in the sense that firms from
many sectors, associations, and even ordinary citizens at times participate (Golden
1998; Balla 1998; Cuellar 2005; Furlong and Kerwin 2005; Yackee and Yackee 2006).
• Business interests participate more consistently in rulemaking, although even firms
from within a given sector sometimes oppose one another (Golden 1998; West 2004;
Yackee and Yackee 2006).
• Some policy change almost always occurs between a proposed rule and a final rule.
Most of these change are not very substantial, but they are occassionally significant. (Golden 1998; West 2004; Yackee and Yackee 2006). For example, the CFPB
amended the payday loan rule to also regulate “balloon loans.”
• The position that business interests advocate predicts the direction of policy change
from proposed rule to final rule, but the same is not true for other kinds of commenters
(Yackee and Yackee 2006; Haeder and Yackee 2015).
Several formal theoretic papers have explored rulemaking, but none have sought to make
sense of the theoretical significance of these particular empirical patterns. Rather, existing
work on rulemaking emerges from a larger literature on the role of information in bureaucratic politics (Gailmard and Patty 2012). The starting point for this literature is the puzzle
1

Excellent overviews are (Kerwin and Furlong 2011) and (Lubbers 2012).
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of delegation. Why would Congress grant an agent like the CFPB so much discretion to
enact policies like the payday loan rule? The answer, some have argued, has to do with
informational asymmetries (e.g., Epstein and O’Halloran 1999; Bawn 1995). Regulatory
agencies have informational advantages that helps them respond to the fundamental uncertainties of policymaking. If policymaking is uncertain, then Congress can do better by
delegating authority than it can acting on its own, even if Congress and the agency are not
that closely aligned (Bendor and Meirowitz 2004). This answer begs the question, however,
of when and why agencies possesss the information that makes delegation advantageous.
Models exploring this second question come in two flavors. One kind of model focuses on
the circumstances affecting agency investment in bureaucratic capacity (e.g., McCarty 2017;
Gailmard and Patty 2007). In these models, the ideal policy is uncertain, but costly efforts
at acquiring expertise can decrease or eliminate that uncertainty. The willingness of the
regulator to invest in expertise depends on salient features of the political environment.
The second kind of model is premised on the idea that agencies invest not only in
expertise, but also in procedures for receiving and channeling information from the public.
These procedures present the regulator with a “learning problem” (Carpenter 2004). How
does the regulator transform a mix of present and absents signals into beliefs about the
underlying state of the world? The manner in which policymakers resolve learning problems
can have wide-ranging political and policy implications (Callander 2011; Volden, Ting, and
Carpenter 2008; Carpenter and Ting 2007).
One can describe the notice-and-comment process as either an investment problem
or a learning problem. Recent papers have taken the investment approach (Gailmard and
Patty 2016; Bueno De Mesquita and Stephenson 2007; Stephenson 2007). Yet, to the author’s
knowledge none has tried casting rulemaking as learning problem, which is surprising. The
authors of the APA explicitly argued that the purpose of the notice-and-comment process
was to create a space for learning that could not come about by one expert actor’s studying
an issue on its own.
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The reason for [an administrative agency’s] existence is that it is expected to
bring to its task greater familiarity with the subject than legislators, dealing
with many subjects, can have. But its knowledge is rarely complete, and it
must always learn the frequently clashing viewpoints of whom its regulations
will affect.
These differences are and should be reflected in its procedures, which should
be adapted to giving adequate opportunity to all persons affected to present
their views, the facts within their knowledge, and the dangers and benefits of
alternative courses. They should also be adapted to eliciting, far more systematically and specifically than a legislature can achieve, the information, facts,
and probabilities which are necessary to fair and intelligent action. (Attorney
General’s Committee on Administrative Procedure 1941, p.101-102)
The report writers seem to have envisioned rulemaking as a forum for agencies to learn
about the consequences of various policy choices on interested parties. The agency would
then engineer a compromise between what it wanted to do on the basis of its own expert
opinion and what the public would want. In other words, the rulemaker should aggregate
preferences. When political scientists describe preference aggregation, they typically refer
to algorithms for choosing from rank orders over alternatives. But rulemaking seems to
involve a form of preference aggregation that is fundamentally unlike voting in elections. In
rulemaking, a rational actor rather than an algorithm combines preferences, in response to
public signals it may or may not observe, from members of the public it may or may not
care about.2

2A

further complication is that the signals that the public sends about its preferences may be dishonest

or exaggerated. For reasons discussed in the following section, this paper adopts the persuasion-game
framework of (Milgrom and Roberts 1986; Milgrom 2008), which makes it difficult to address dishonesty
or exaggeration. Deviations from perfect credibility may result in the regulator’s discounting the value of
information it observes and preferring its prior beliefs. Thus, different degrees of credibility in public signals
can be partially described in the model by modulating the degree of concern for public signals.
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Although this formal model receives its inspiration from an informal account that
predates the APA, it is consistent with each of the stylized facts mentioned above. Perhaps
more importantly, the model serves as a useful tool for thinking about rulemaking and the
data that it generates. It shows that patterns of participation and policy change can provide
misleading signals about the underlying bias of the regulator or the regulation.

Rulemaking as Learning and Adjusting to Public Preferences
The Model. This game has two actors: a regulatory agency G and a member of the public
i. One might think of i as an individual firm or interest group, or even as a private citizen.
The technical Appendix extends the analysis to the case where the public has n individual
members, however the dynamics this article emphasises are are visible even if the public has
a single member. Actors in this model have utility functions that are dependent on (1) which
policy is implemented and (2) actions during rulemaking. I first discuss how policy utility
is modeled and then describe how actions taken during rulemaking affect utility.
I understand policy utility for the regulator and the public using a single-dimensional
spatial model. Member of the public i has negative quadratic preferences centered around
an ideal policy pi , which is the public’s type. Formally, vi (x) = −(x − pi )2 . Whereas pi is
known to i, the regulator knows only the distribution from which pi is drawn. In order to
obtain closed-form solutions, I assume that the distribution of types is uniform, in particular
pi ∼ U(mi − ri , mi + ri ).3 This parameterization implies that prior to notice and comment,
the expectation is that the public will most prefer policy mi .
I model the policymaker as an imperfectly benevolent social planner, with an emphasis
on the word “imperfectly.” In particular, the Bernoulli utility function of G is given by
uG (xf ) = −(1 − α)x2f + αvi (xf )
3As

we shall see, the model developed here requires forming the posterior from partially censored data.

While closed form solutions may still be obtained if types are uniformly distributed, for most other distributions posterior inference from censored data leads to irreducible integrals.
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Here, α is a variable controlling the regulator’s allocational bias, or the weight attributed
to the public welfare. It is comparable with the taste for political contributions parameter
a in Grossman and Helpman (1994). I view bureaucrats as potentially policy-minded. If
α = 1, then G has no preferences over policy independent of what the public wants. Indeed,
its utility function uG (x) = vi (x) would be identical with the public’s indirect utility over
policy. Even if there is no preference conflict between the public and the agency, there is
nevertheless an informational problem because G does not know vi . Unlike the GrossmanHelpman model, no auction-style mechanism exists for members of the public to reveal the
location and intensity of their preferences. Instead, the notice-and-comment process may
offer G an opportunity to learn pi provided i is willing to incur some signaling costs. If pi
remains unknown, then G would select policy only on the basis of its prior beliefs. Hence, the
utility-function representations of the public and the agency already highlights the presence
of both inferential and allocative problems in crafting regulation. Further description of the
inferential aspects of the regulator’s decision problem will follow some additional discussion
of allocative bias.
Although early political science scholarship sometimes described agencies as benevolent social planners, and might therefore be willing to assume α = 1, the contemporary
bureaucratic politics literature supports the notion that agencies have policy concerns independent of public welfare. Theoretically, these concerns might relate to administrability
and budget (Niskanen 1968), organizational mission (Wilson 1989), bureaucratic reputation
(Carpenter 2010), or political ideology (Gailmard and Patty 2007). Indeed, recent empirical work has provided strong evidence that agencies have ideological biases that are likely
related to their policymaking choices (Richardson, Clinton, and Lewis 2017; Chen and Johnson 2015; Clinton et al. 2012). In order to illustrate how the modeling technology might
describe a non-welfarian social planner, I consider the extreme case where α = 0. Following Gailmard and Patty (2007), I describe such a bureaucrat as a “zealot.” If α = 0, then
uG (x) = −x2 , so the regulator has a utility function quadratically decreasing from 0. It is
important to emphasize that one can select 0 without loss of generality, and, in principle, 0
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could reflect any substantive policy choice. If the ideal policy of the agency were pG 6= 0,
one could simply shift other quantities in the model horizontally by pG and derive formally
identical conclusions. However, using the regulator’s independent preferences as a reference
point does have important interpretive consequences. If pi > 0 then it means that i’s ideal
policy is on one side of the regulator in this policy space, whereas if pi < 0, it means that
i’s ideal policy is on the other side.
Any account of allocative bias in rulemaking should be able to describe some notion
of regulatory capture. Different scholars might use the term “capture” to refer to different
phenomena (Carpenter and Moss 2013). In this model, capture refers to governmental
favoritism affecting the distribution of policy benefits (Stigler 1971). To give some idea of
how capture is formalized, suppose that the public had two members. In this case, the
regulator’s utility function would be given as
uG (x) = −α0 x2 + α1 v1 (x) + α2 v2 (x)
The allocative bias parameter α is now a vector of weights corresponding to each component
of the regulator’s welfare function. If α1 = 1, then G cares only about the utility of the first
member of the public: it gives no weight to either its independent preference or the preferences of the second member of the public. Hence, the regulator is “completely captured.”
Larger αi entails greater policy favoritism for a given part of the public.
Having specified utility over policies, I now turn to describing the strategic interaction
driving this model of rulemaking. At the beginning of the game, regulator G proposes
a policy, xp . The public observes the proposal and must choose to send a comment by
selecting a ∈ {0, 1}.4 If a = 1, then regulator observes pi , but the member of the public
incurs cost c. Alternatively, i can sends no signal and incur no cost. As in other persuasion
4In

the Appendix, each member of the public makes this decision independently and without any ability

to communicate with other potential participants. Coalitional commenting is an important part of the
politics of rulemaking (Nelson and Yackee 2012), although how coalitions form and why they are effective
remains poorly understood. While not strictly necessary to establish this article point, future modeling
should try to allow for a degree of coordination between potential rulemaking participants.
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Policymaker (G)
Nature
Draw
Propose policy
pi ∼ U (mi − ri , mi + ri )
xp ∈ R

Member of Public (i)
Reveal pi or not
ai ∈ {0, 1}

G
Finalize policy
xf ∈ R

Nature
Assign payoffs

Figure 1. Order of play during the rulemaking game

games, the information-sender cannot provide the receiver false or dishonest signals. After
observing the public signals, G must select a final policy xf . Amending policy is costly in
this model. Moving from policy xp to xf imposes costs k(xf − xp )2 on the regulator. Figure
1 shows the order of play in this rulemaking game.
Persuasion games describe situations where a decision-maker “need[s] to rely on suggestions and information provided by individuals who are affected by their decisions” (Milgrom and Roberts 1986). The APA authors portray the notice-and-comment process in such
terms. The core econoimc assumption in such models is that communication must be honest,
but need not be given. From a rational-choice perspective, honesty is justified if information
is easily verified or if the cost for reporting false information are sufficiently large. Frequently
in rulemaking, both are true. Regulators have independent investigatory capacity they can
use to double-check the information that firms and interest groups provide. Firms and interest groups do not wish to be caught lying to their regulator because doing so would hurt
their reputations. Those who write comment letters within firms frequently consider future
employment with the regulator, or have social connections with employees of the regulator.
Career-concerns may also raise the costs of attaching one’s name to a misleading comment
letter. In cases where verification and reputation do not constrian actors, I would expect
the regulator to discount the value of communication these actors provide and increase the
weight of their prior. Modulating the α parameter can therefore capture some, if perhaps
not all, of the effects of exaggerated or dishonest communication.
I assume that modifying rules is costly to the regulator. While analysis of agency’s
reptuational and managerial incentives can support this assumption, I wish to emphasize the
strategic incentives a regulator faces in surviving judicial review. “If the agency is to state the
detailed basis for its actions in such a way that its actions will survive judicial review,” wrote
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one EPA general counsel, “public input through formal notice-and-comment rulemaking must
come relatively close to the end of the agency’s process, when the proposed rule has ’jelled’
into something fairly close to its final form.” (Elliott 1992) The author cites three examples
in which courts forced agencies to repeat the notice-and-comment process becasue they made
changes that were too “fundamental.” These sentiments are substantially echoed by Barron
and Kagan (2001); they write that “the more work agencies put into their proposals, the
less flexibility they show during rulemaking to respond to the concerns of affected parties.”
Indeed, some authors go so far as to argue that aggressive judicial oversight has gone so far
as to “ossify” rulemaking, vitiating the policymaking forum of its intended dynamic character
(McGarity 1992). Although quantitative evidence suggests ossification is overstated (Yackee
and Yackee 2010), it is nonetheless reasonable to assume that agencies would rather not
make changes to proposed rules and that costs to changes are increasing at an increasing
rate. The quadratic form k(xf − xp )2 captures these dynamics and has a free parameter
k ∈ R+ that controls the importance of these costs relative to the other parameters in the
model.
As a dynamic game of incomplete information, it is appropriate to use the Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) solution concept. A PBE is a set of strategies and beliefs
such that, during any stage in the game, “strategies are optimal given beliefs, and beliefs
are obtained from equilibriums strategies and observed action using Bayes rule” (Fudenberg
and Tirole 1991). The following proposition summarizes the conditions for a pure-strategy
equilibrium. Detailed proofs that these conditions are necssary for equilibrium, and also that
these conditions can always be satisfied, are left for the Appendix.

Proposition 1. A PBE of the rulemaking game consists of a policy x∗p ∈ R, a commenting
decision rule a∗ : [mi − ri , mi + ri ] → {0, 1}, an imputed type zi∗ ∈ [mi − ri , mi + ri ] and a best
response function x∗f : R×[mi − ri , mi + ri ] × {0, 1} satisfying the following four conditions.
(1)

x∗p

= αmi +



α2
2k



∂
Cov(pi , E(pi
∂xp


| a))
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(2) a∗i (pi ) =
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0 otherwise
(3) zi∗ = E [pi | a = 0]
(4) x∗f (xp , pi , ai ) =

k
x∗
k+1 p

+

α
E (pi
k+1

| a∗ )

To unpack this proposition, I proceed in reverse order, following the logic of backward induction. Condition (4) states that the regulator enacts final policy according to the
following formula.
x∗f (xp , pi , ai ) =

k
α
x∗p +
E (pi | a∗i )
k+1
k+1

The final proposal is a weighted average of the policy the regulator initially chose and its
posterior expectation of i’s type. The relative weight of the initial proposal xp is a function
of k, the costliness of amending policy. The suggested relationship is intuitive: the more
expensive it is for the regulator to change the policy, the more similar the proposal and the
final policy will be. In the limit, limk→∞ x∗f = x∗p . By contrast, the less expensive it is to
change policy, the less the initial proposal matters for the regulator’s final choice. Formally,
if amending policy is costless, the term xp indiciating the location of initial proposal drops:
lim x∗f = αE (pi | a∗i )

k→0

This expression makes it easier to see that my initial description of final policy was a simplification. It is not the posterior expectation per se that matters for final policy, but rather the
posterior expectation after adjusting downward for the regulator’s allocative bias α. Continuing under the assumption that amending policy is costless, if α = 0 then the regulator
attributes no weight to public preferences and so its posterior about i’s type is irrelevant
to final policy: x∗f = 0. If α = 1, then final policy is identical to the regulator’s posterior
expectation of the public’s type. For levels of allocational bias between 0 and 1, the regulator
selects a final policy that is a convex combination between the posterior expectation and its
independently preferred policy of 0.
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The posterior expectation E (pi | a∗i ) makes the notice-and-comment process a “learning problem.” If the member of the public i comments (ai = 1), then the regulator learns i’s
type immediately and with certainty: E (pi | ai = 1) = pi . If i does not comment, it might
seem that the regulator can learn nothing about the public’s type. If abstention were uninformative to the regulator, then the posterior expectation is equal to the prior expectation:
E (pi | ai = 0) = E(pi ) = mi . Yet a fully rational regulator will understand that strategicinteraction may create selection issues. Commenters and abstainers may differ in ways that
relate to the policy outcomes they anticipate. If i abstains, it means that i anticipated gains
of participating that were too small to justify the costs. Because the benefits of commenting
depend on i’s type, abstention provides information about that type. If the regulator wants
to make the right policy, it must reverse-engineer the public’s selection bias to understand
which types had sufficient incentive to comment.
To understand how selection-bias works in the model, consider i’s decision problem.
The public knows that the bureaucrat will enact policy according to Condition (4). After
abstention, i does not necessarily know the regulator’s expectations regarding pi . Yet the
public knows that if it abstains, the regulator will expect something. Call this arbitrary
estimate zi . If the public knows – or thinks it knows it – zi , the decision calculus for
individual i then becomes simple. “If I comment, the regulator assumes that my type is pi ,
which leads to policy x. If I abstain, the regulator will assume that my type is zi , which
leads to final policy x0 . Therefore, I should comment if and only if the difference in expected
utility between x and x0 exceeds the commenting cost.” Formally, it is possible to formulate
the best response of the public regardless of what we assume about how the regulator makes
inferences:

a∗i (pi ) =




1

k
x
k+1 p

+



0 otherwise

α
z∗
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−
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+
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The above expression is the same as Condition (3) of the main proposition. The lefthand side
of the inequality is the policy benefit of commenting, the right hand side is the commenting
cost.
These remarks show that the regulator’s expectations about the public depend on
the public’s incentives. Yet the public’s incentives depend on the regulator’s expectations.
Escaping this circularity requires assumptions about bureaucratic rationality – for example,
that agencies ignore selection bias or assume the worst. Here, I use the Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium concept, which requires the regulator’s beliefs and the public’s incentives to
reinforce each other. In particular, we have condition (2)
zi∗ = E [pi | a = 0]
As expansion of Condition (3) confirms, the public’s marginal benefit of participation
depends on the inferential error it anticipates: pi − zi . When inferential error is small, the
difference in policy outcomes following participation must also be small. If the difference
is small enough, participation cannot be worth the costs. Conversely, if pi − zi is larger,
the marginal difference in outcomes is also larger. If pi − zi is large enough, the marginal
differences in outcomes must be positive. The informal argument is that, as long as the
regulator cares an iota about the public’s preferences, the final policy accommodates public
preferences as the regulator understands them. The further pi is from 0, the more G is willing
to concede following commenting. As pi approaches ∞, the size of the concession that follows
participation is arbitrarily large. Yet zi fixes the concession that follows abstention. Hence,
as pi approaches ∞, the policy concession that follows commenting becomes marginally more
attractive, whereas the concession that follows abstaining becomes increasingly inadequate.
The argument is analogous for pi → −∞. Figure 2 provides a graphical illustration.
Before the public participates, the regulator proposes a policy xp to create the most
favorable circumstances for issuing its final policy. The regulator has two competing considerations. On the one hand, it wants to avoid incurring future modification costs. Therefore,
the regulator is inclined to propose the policy it would finalize if it did not have access to the
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p

Expected Utility

Marginal Benefit
Abstainers
ξ

Comments

ξ

z

Abstains
Figure 2. i’s decision problem portrayed for arbitrary z. Along the x-axis are
types pi that i might possess. The y-axis shows expected utility following each
action and also the marginal benefit of commenting. Vertical lines indicate
values of pi where there are policy gains from commenting, though perhaps
too small to justify the participation costs. The shaded area shows area where
i would experience policy losses. The horizontal line through ξ, ξ indicates the
cost of commenting c. If pi ∈ (ξ, ξ) then i abstains, otherwise i comments.

notice-and-comment process: αmi . On the other hand, the regulator knows that final policy
will reflect to some degree its own expectations about the public’s type. These expectations
depend on the public’s participation decision. The regulator will threrefore wish to propose
policy so as to minimize the inferential error implicit in final policy. If the public comments,
then the regulator becomes perfectly informed, so no inferential error occurs. If the public
abstains, some error occurs, but the regulator wants that error to be small. Condition (1)
shows that the initial policy responds to both the desire to avoid modification costs and the
desire to get the most informative mix of present and absent signals:
x∗p


= αmi +

α2
2k




∂
Cov(pi , E(pi | a))
∂xp
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Note that this condition also shows that a foresighted regulator may strategically position
itself as to encourage more commenting and more informative abstention.5
One important wrinkle is that this model has boundary constraints. Recall that the
justifiability of participation depends on the inferential error pi − zi being sufficiently grave.
The model assumes, however, that types pi are distributed uniformly on (mi − ri , mi + ri ).
This assumption creates the possibility that one or both of the distributional constraints
would be “active.” It may be impossible for i to have a type so far below mi − ri that
the regulator would make a sufficiently large inferential error about i’s preferences. The
boundary constraints can determine how the interval (mi − ri , mi + ri ) is divided between
participants and non-participants (Figure 3). There are four possibilities: everyone abstains
(two active constraints), one side of the distribution comments (one active constraint), the
other side of the distribution comments (the other active constraint), or abstainers have
preferences between the commenters (unconstrained). Although all these possibilities give
the model flexibility to explain diferent patterns of participation, they also create presentational difficulties. The expectation in Condition (3) has a different formula in each case (see
Appendix). The remainder of the paper mainly focuses on the unconstrained case, in which
the closed-form solutions are the simplest.
An important takeaway from the last paragraph is that uncertainty about preferences
and participation are opposed. If ri is sufficiently big, the distributional constraints will not
bind and participation is possible. Indeed, as we shall emphasize in the next section, the
larger ri is, the more probable participation is. Conversly, if ri is too small, both constraints
bind and abstention is inevitable. The fact that ri can strongly influence patterrns of participation and responsiveness is what leads to many interpetive pathologies, and explains why
it is undesirable to leave public preferences as an unmeasured latent variable.

5Strategic

positioning is possible but not inevitable under the model. The reason is that the covariance

term can be flat as a function of xp in the neighrborhood of αmi , in which case xp = αmi . Strategic
positioning is only observed when it can shrink the abstention interval (see Figures 2 and 3).
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B(p, z)

zi∗
mi − ri

ξ

ξ

(a) Unconstrained

mi − ri

ξ

mi + ri

ξ

(b) Active left boundary constraint

B(p, z)

zi∗

B(p, z)

zi∗

mi + ri

ξ
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ξ

ξ

mi − ri

(c) Active right boundary constraint

mi + ri
zi∗

B(p, z)
ξ

(d) Both constraints active

Figure 3. A typology of equilibrium participation. Solid lines indicate types
that would participate according to a∗ , while dashed lines indicate types that
would abstain. The midpoint of the abstention region is indicated by zi∗

Interpreting Rulemaking Data
The previous section developed a model of rulemaking as learning and responding to
public preferences. In the equilibrium of this game, public participation and policy choice
reflect strategic positioning by policymakers and endogenous selection by influence-seekers.
For empirical applications, these confounding factors are important. The model provides
structure for thinking about what role they might play.
Yet the model suggests there are even more fundamental issues than endogeneity for
studies that relate participation and policy change to bias. Encouragingly, the model shows
that public participation and policy change are strongly related to regulatory bias. One can
derive predicted participation propensities and policy changes from the equilibrium conditions. Because allocative bias α occurs in every condition, data about these key quantities
must reflect regulatory bias.
On the other hand, inferential error also matters. As the model shows, inferential error
and allocative bias must be sufficiently large to allow for participation and policy change. If
the regulator cares too little about outside actors’ preferences, or if those preferences are too
predictable, then participation rates will be low, and policy will be static. If both quantities
are sufficient, however, the two can work as economic substitutes. The substitutability
of allocative bias and inferential error makes interpretation of rulemaking data difficult.
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Unless one accounts for the distribution of preferences among the public, inferential error
can potentially do all the work of explaining inequality in participation and policy change.
The rest of this section develops these points in greater detail. The first subsection
emphasizes how participation propensities and policy changes relate to allocative bias α
under the model. The second subsection presents a numerical example that helps illustrate
the points this paper makes. For the purposes of presentational simplicity, I adopt the
assumption that the regulator is “myopic” in the sense that it ignores the effects of its policy
proposal on the public’s informational incentives. Formally, this means I replace Condition
(4) of Proposition 1 with the assumption that x∗p = αmi .

Zealots and Near-Sighted Compromisers. To highlight the role of allocative bias α in
shaping participation patterns, I contrast two different types of regulators. The first is a
“zealot” that strongly values an independent idea of what public policy should be. For the
zealot, α = 0, so the regulator derives utility only from making close to the policy it would
independently prefer, without loss of generality normalized to 0. The second regulator has
α > 0. As the previous section showed, this assumption implies that the regulator will seek
some compromise between its independent vision of policy and the policy that the public
would most prefer. Hence, the second regulator is a “compromiser.”
How different are zealots and compromisers on the basis of the data that empirical
scholars collect? The key quantities of interest are individual i’s participation propensity,
Pr(a(pi ) = 1)
and the policies that the regulator select’s
xf − xp
If one assumes types are independent, one does not need to consider the broader case of an
arbitrarily large finite population because
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n
X
E(
ai (pi )) = n Pr(a(pi ) = 1)
i=1

The dynamics prove similar. Note that the results are also the same if the n individuals come
from one of k different distributions, provided that the regulator knows the distribution from
which individual i ’s type arises.
I begin by characterizing the participation propensity, policy selection, and policy
change for the case where the regulator is a zealot.
Proposition 2. If the regulator is a zealot (α = 0), then
(1) Pr(a(pi ) = 1) = 0
(2) xf − xp = 0
These results follow readily from Proposition 1, but they are also intuitive. A regulator that is a zealot only derives utility from making policy at its independent preference
of 0. As a result, the zealot proposes and finalize policy at its ideal pont. Since the zealot
will not change policy in response to public comments, the public has no reason to provide
them. Note that the result does not depend upon what one assumes about z.
Predicting participation and policy change for the comrpomiser is more subtle. I shall
take each in turn.
Proposition 3. If the regulator is a myopic compromiser (α > 0,xp = αmi ) and the distributional constraints do not bind,then
(k + 1)
Pr(a(pi ) = 1) = 1 −
ri

r

c
α(2k + 2 − α)

The Proposition reveals a direct, if constrained relationship between α and the probability of participation. The maximum value that α may obtain is 1. Provided k, c, and ri are
suitably chosen, the probability of participation can be strictly greater than zero, but it need
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not be.6 It is unsurprising that participation might not satisfy the cost-benefit analysis even
if α were at its maximum. Policy benefits are necessarily finite in this model and the costs of
signaling, while also finite, are theoretically unbounded. Given exogenous parameters such
that a positive probability of participation exists when α = 1, there is also a value α̃ so that
Pr(a(pi ) = 1) = 0 for the same parameters. Only if α ∈(α̃, 1) is there a direct relationship
between allocative bias and participation probability. These conclusions still hold if just one
of the distributional constriants is active, as Proposition 4 summarizes.
Proposition 4. If the exogenous parameters k, c, mi , and ri are suitably chosen, the probability of i participating is 0 even when α = 1. If the exogenous parameters are such that
there is some chance of participation when α = 1, there exists a critical level of allocative
bias α̃ with the following properties. If 0 < α < α̃, the expected amount of participation from
the public is 0. For α ∈ (α̃, 1), the probability of participation increases with α.
The model shows that there is a significant interpretive asymmetry in approaching
public participation during rulemaking. If the probability of public participation is greater
than 0, then that implies that α > 0. However, if the probability of public participation is
observed to be 0, then it does not follow that α = 0. Indeed, it could be the case that the
costs of commenting, c; the costs of amending, k; and the unpredictability of the public’s
preferences, ri , are such that participation would not be justified for any level of concern.
One might also observe some positive participation if only α were higher.
A similar interpretive asymmetry affects data about rule changes. Proposition 1.4
implies that if the regulator is myopic,
x∗f − xp =

α
(E(pi | a∗i ) − E(pi ))
k+1

Myopic compromisers change their policy position, according to the formula, whenever the regulator updates its prior beliefs after observing the public’s participation decision.
6Note

that the assumption of lax distributional constraints is also necessary, as certain combinations of

α, k, c, and ri can make the implied participation propensities negative. Such non-sensical results only occur
because one or both of the boundary constraints are active. See the Appendix for the alternative formulae.
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Researcher Observers Rule Change
No Rule Change
Comments
α>0
Impossible Under Model
No Comments
α>0
α = 0 or α > 0
Table 1. Possible degrees of allocative bias under the model

If the exogenous parameters were such that participation was hypothetically possible ex ante,
then even abstention is informative. Thus, policy change can occur under the model despite
a lack of comments. If the exogenous parameters were such that participation was always
impossible ex ante, then commenting does not occur and abstention is not informative. In
this case, the regulator’s posterior is its prior and so policy change does not occur. No change
is also consistent with the regulator having an obsequious willingness to compromise, which
is to say even if α = 1.
If a researcher observes rules changing or public commenting, it establishes that agencies are compromisers, according to the model. Yet, when a researcher observes that no one
has commented and the rules have not changed, it does not establish that the rulemaker is a
zealot. Rather, it could be the case that participation was strategically infeasible: thus, the
compromising regulator rationally did not adjust its prior belief. All of the parameters of
the model are potential explanations for why participation was infeasible. More comments
might have been submitted if the regulator had more concern for the public, or if commenting
were less costly, or even if the costs of amending policy were less costly. These interpretive
asymmetries suggest that rule change and participation rate data are ambivalent evidence
about α. Nevertheless, the combination of these data do yield a falsifiable prediction of the
model. Rules should always change following commenting. If rules did not change following
commenting, that would constitute evidence of zealotry. Yet zealotry makes commenting
irrational, so the model would be false. Table 1 summarizes the interpetive conclusions of
this section.

Favoritism By Examples. This section provides several numerical examples that highlight the insights of the previous sections. The first goal of this section is to more concretely
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illustrate how participation rates and policy changes can mislead researchers about the direction of regulatory bias. It also aims to show how the model gives insights into how the
regulatory capture phenomenon might manifest during rulemaking. The fact-pattern for this
example is based on Golden (1998), a well-regarded and often-cited study in the rulemaking
literature. In that paper, Golden randomly selects eleven rules from the Federal Register.
She observes and analyzes who comments and how the rules change between proposal and
final stage. She finds that “the bias in participation rates of business and citizen groups and
the virtual absence of actual citizen participation demonstrate conclusively that the accent
of the heavenly choir in the rule-making process is off key.”
Suppose that the public has two sectors, suppliers of a product and buyers of a
product. As a further simplification, each sector has one member, s and b, respectively.
To analyze rulemaking given a multi-member public, I model allocative bias as a vector
α = hα0 , αb , αs i. Each sector has its own distribution from which nature draws types. Again
suppose that pi ∼ U(mi − ri , mi + ri ) for i ∈ {s, b}. For further concreteness, suppose that
mb = −1 and ms = 1, so that negative policies favor buyers and positive policies favor
suppliers. Ignoring the public, the regulator would want a policy squarely between the two,
so that the expected level of preference conflict between the regulator and each segment of
the public is identical.

Projecting onto Propensities. A researcher collects data on public participation rates by
sector. The propensity of suppliers and buyers to submit comments is estimated as hêb , ês i =
h0, 0.1i. It turns out that the estimated participation probabilities are consistent with the
regulator strongly favoring either group, depending on rb and rs . These two parameters
control the fundamental uncertainty about preferences in the environment and, therefore,
the inferential error that members of the public may expect. Following the derivations in the
appendix, the ex ante probability of participation by s, assuming the boundary constraints
do not bind is

Pr(as = 1) = es = 1 −

k+1
rs

r

c
αs (2k + 2 − αs )
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The formula is entirely analogous for the case of consumer b, and is virtually identical
to Proposition (3). If one assumes modification costs are 0 and commenting costs are 1,
+
 s
 s
1
1
1
1
1−
,1 −
rb
αb (2 − αb )
rs
αs (2 − αc )

*
heb , es i =

The expression shows that the participation propensities are separable. This fact
follows even though allocative bias is zero-sum and the policy outcomes are jointly dependent
on each member of the public’s participation and abstention decisions. In particular, virtually
any value of eb and es are possible, regardless of the allocative bias, so long as one suitably
adjusts rs and rb . If α
~ =α
~ s = h0, 0.1, 0.9i, so that the regulator greatly favors suppliers,
we can have rb ≈ 1.12 and rs ≈ 2.3. According to the formula, it follows that the true
participation propensities would be approximately h0, 0.1i. Suppose instead that α
~ =α
~b =
h0, 0.9, 0.1i, so that the regulator greatly favors buyers. If rb ≈ 1 and rs ≈ 2.55, the true
participation propensities are also approximately h0, 0.1i. In other words, strong favoritism
toward one group or the other can equally lead to a participation propensity that favor
suppliers.
The key omitted variables that allow for this mischief, rb and rs , control the average
level of inferential error in the environment. A 10% participation propensity is preserved
despite a decrease in αs from 0.9 to 0.1 by increasing rs from 2.3 to 2.55. A 0% participation
propensity is preserved despite an increase in αb from 0.1 to 0.9 by decreasingrb from 1.12 to
1. If one knew that supplier’s preferences were more predictable than the buyer’s preferences,
so that rs < rb , none of these examples would be possible. If the sector with more predictable
preferences participates more, the only interpretation under the model is that the regulator
desires to create policy more favorable to that sector.
Shifty Changes. A scholar now considers data collection on policy changes as well as participation. Unfortunately, policy change also yield ambiguous evidence of allocative bias. To
see why, suppose for simplicity that the regulator make a “myopic” policy proposal:
xp = αb mb + αs ms
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To ensure that this proposal matters for final policy, let k = 1. I will identify numerically
the position of the initial policy xp ; the final policy xf ; and the policy change xf − xp . I will
do this twice, once with α
~ s = h0, 0.1, 0.9i and once with α
~ b = h0, 0.9, 0.1i. As an aide the
reader, Table 2 summarizes the two sets of calculations.
Supplier favoritism. If α
~ = α
~ s = h0, 0.1, 0.9i, the regulator favors suppliers and
proposes policy at 0.8. The formulas in the appendix show how to calculate the public’s
best-response function. If the distributional constraints do not bind, the following formalas
apply:

zi =

P

kxp + j6=i αj mj
k + 1 − αi


ai (pi ) =






1 pi ∈ (zi − δi , zi + δi )



0 o/w

q
c
where δi = (k + 1) αi (2k+2−α
. I have already shown that manipulating rs and rb can make
i)
participation impossible or ensure that neither boundary constraint binds. Assume rs = 2,
which is sufficient to ensure the boundary constraints are slack for s. Let rb be sufficiently
small that participation is infeasible for b. This implies that



1 ps ∈ (1, −0.6) ∪ (1.8, 3)
zs ≈ 0.6
as (ps ) ≈


0 ps ∈ [−0.6, 1.8]
zb = −1

ab (pb ) = 0

According to the Appendix, final policy is given by the following equation


k
k+1




xp +

1
k+1

X

αi E(pi | ai )

The final policy that results is therefore a random variable that depends on ps . Importantly,
it does not depend on pb since abstention is certain. Consider what happens when s has
typical preferences for a commenter (ps = 1.6) . Then final policy is
1
1
x1f = (0.8) + (0.1 ∗ (−1) + 0.9 ∗ 1.6) = 1.07
2
2
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Thus, policy has changed from 0.8 to 1.07, a shift of +0.27.
These calculations reveal all the components of the data generating process, but the
researcher only observes a limited set of these quantities. In particular, she notes that the
supplier sector participated, but the buyer sector did not. Fruther, the rule moved in a
positive, or “supplier,” direction. The researcher argues that the regulator is likely biased in
favor of the suppliers, and she is correct.
Buyer favoritism. Consider what the data-generating process would have been like if
α = αb = h0, 0.9, 0.1i, rs = 5.5, and rb is still too small for any buyer to justify participation.
Then the initial policy is xp = −0.8, favoring the buyers. The following formula summarizes
the decision and imputation strategies

zs = −0.9
zb = −1

as (ps ) =






1 pi ∈ (−4.5, −4.1) ∪ (2.3, 6.5)



0 pi ∈ [−4.1, 2.3]
as (b) = 0

Consider how policy changes when s has typical preferences for a commenter given
these parameters (ps =4.08). Final policy is given by
1
1
x1f = (−0.8) + (0.9 ∗ (−1) + 0.1 ∗ 4.08) = −0.646
2
2
Thus policy changes from −0.8 to −0.646, a shift of +0.154.
In this circusmtance, a researcher would see that suppliers had participated participated but the buyers did not. The policy has also shifted in a direction that favors the
suppliers. In others words, this researcher observes the same evidence that the other researcher did. If the researcher concludes that the regulator and regulation are biased in
favor of the supplier, however, he is wrong.
Discussion. The key driver of the observational equivalency between strong favoritism
toward the suppliers and strong favoritism toward the buyers is, as before, manipulation of
the predictability of preferences. In both examples, the policy benefits the suppliers because
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Regulator Favors
Suppliers
Buyers

α
~

rs

xp

h0, 0.1, 0.9i 2
0.8
h0, 0.9, 0.1i 5.5 −0.8

Pr (s comments) E (xf | s comments) E (xf − xp | s comments)
0.4
0.42

1.07
−0.646

0.27
0.154

Table 2. Calculated quantities. By assumption, rb is small enough that
participation by b is impossible. The probability that s comments is similar
in both instances, and so is the direction of policy change.

they are the ones that comment. Interestingly, one can show that policy would have shifted
in favor of s even if its best response were to abstain. The reason is that, so long as
participation is feasible, abstention is meaningful; hence the regulator responds to it. If
participation is unfeasible, the regulator learns nothing from its absence and so it does not
respond. Additional allocative concern does not change the basic learning problem.
The example of this subsection assumed that participation was infeasible for the
buyers. Yet, the same conclusions do follow even if the regulator learns about both sectors
simultaneously through the comment process. If the change in expectations about s were
larger than the change in expectation about b, the overall policy shift could favor s even
if the regulator were biased in favor of b. The only way to prevent such pathologies under
the model is to control the fundametal uncertainty, ri . This technique is effective because
it limits the possible inferential error pi − zi , which is the primary alternative to allocative
bias as a driver of participation and responsiveness under the model.

Conclusions
Critics of administrative policy-making have long argued that Congress delegates
too much policy-making authority to agencies. The question of who wins and who loses
in the making of regulation is significant for scholars in political science, law, and public
administration. Researchers working in these disciplines have adduced facts are in some ways
consistent with our worst fears about rulemaking’s “democratic deficit,” yet in others ways
not. Much of the reason for continued uncertainty about what these data reveal is current
scholarly frameworks provide insufficient theoretical resources to guide interpretation.
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I address this topic by developing a formal model of rulemaking as learning and
responding to public preferences. The task of the regulator during rulemaking are to elicit
public preferences and to engineer a compromise between these demands and the agency’s
own view of what policy should be. In certain respects, this account is similar to the model
that the authors of the APA seem to have used. Through analysis of this formalization, I
show that the model is consistent with evidence adduced by empirical researchers. Moreover,
pluralistic participation and ubiquitous policy change is inconsistent with strong capture and
bureaucratic zealtory. Yet stronger conclusions are diffucult to reach, because the preferences
of outside actor’s over policy – their “stakes” – can do all the work explaining who participates
and who gets the benefits of policy change. In particular, bias toward business in policy
change is consistent with regulator hostility toward business so long as the effect of regulation
on businesses is sufficiently difficult for the regulator to predict.
Analysis of the model also provides an interpretive framework for distinguishing between three potential pitfalls in regulatory policymaking. Allocational bias relates to the
weight the regulator assigns to the concerns of each stakeholder in rulemaking. Inferential
error describes the difference between what the regulator assumes about public preferences
it cannot observe and what they truly are. Systematic inferential error is inferential bias.
Participation and responsiveness depend on sufficient allocational bias and inferential error. If enough of each is present, then these two quantities can act as economic substitutes.
The substitutibility of these two quantities makes it hard to determine how much of each is
present, as this paper shows formally through proof and numerically by examples.
The model presented here offers significant challenges to the literature, yet it also
provides opportunities. Advances are continuously made in terms of ideal point estimation
of executive agencies (Richardson, Clinton, and Lewis 2017; Chen and Johnson 2015; Clinton
et al. 2012). It may soon be possible to measure the position of public actors and agencies on
the per rule level. Even if measuring public preferences remains difficult, the model also raises
many questions about the strength and validity of its core assumptions. What proportion of
commenting activity can be characterized as informing regulators about public preferences
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versus attempting to attract attention of other political principals? How do regulators think
about the interests of the silent public? These and other questions the model raises should
be engaged quantitiatively, qualitatively, and with additional formal theory.
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Figure A1. Distribution of comments on proposed rule dockets (source: regulations.gov)
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